
INTELLIGENT 771 

Chapter 771 - 771: The Grim Reaper And The Devil 

So, Mei Ling thought it would be the same case with this man. Never had she thought, this man was very 

loyal to his girlfriend. He did not even think about other women except for his girlfriend and his cousin, 

Feng Yue. 

Mei Ling walked confidently towards Long Hui. However, she noticed that the man just looked outside 

the window without looking at her once. 

Mei Ling needed him to turn and look at her. With that, he would like her. She knew that his current 

girlfriend was beautiful but she never think she would loose to his current girlfriend. 

"Should we stop her?" Her friend asked another friend. 

"No need. It is her own choice. If this succeeds, she may get what she wants. If this fails, she will be 

falling in the pit. I don't want to get involved with this." Another friend said. 

Mei Ling thought of a plan. Falling onto his body was a good idea. She quickly began her plan. She 

walked back approaching the man from behind. 

When she felt she was close enough to fall onto his body, she faked the misstep. She straight fell onto 

his body. However, she did not have any time to say something to the man, she could feel her body had 

been pushed hardly before she fell on the ground. 

Mei Ling felt the pain on her forehead since her head collided with the table in front of the sitting man. 

When she touched the part, it hurt, she could feel the wetness. And she saw the blood. 

The man slowly stood up and looked down at Mei Ling. Right now, the atmosphere felt tightened to Mei 

Ling. She could feel like her neck had been strangled by something. She felt breathless. 

The murderous aura came from the man. He glared sharply to Mei Ling. 

"You really want to die, right?" The deep voice could be heard. 

Mei Ling was trembling so much. She felt that she was facing the grim reaper that wanted to welcome 

her to the underworld. She wanted to say something but her voice could not get out. 

"Brother Hui." Yu Qi came and touched Long Hui's hand. 

The murderous aura dissapeared and Mei Ling felt she could breath again. 

"Qi Qi..." Long Hui wanted to say something. 

Yu Qi looked at Long Hui and smiled. She understood. She trusted Long Hui. He must be doing this 

because of the woman who was sitting on the floor had provoked him first. 

"Don't worry. I believe you." Yu Qi said. 

Long Hui was relieved that Yu Qi believed him. 

Yu Qi bowed down and looked at the woman. 



"You know what? The most thing that I hate is someone doing something to my man." Yu Qi said to the 

woman. 

Once again, Mei Ling felt that she could not breath again. She trembled as she looked up to the woman 

who had talked to her. This time, she felt that she was facing the devil that wanted to kill her. 

"Hmm... Seeing the wound on your forehead, it most likely will leave a scar. Are you happy, right?" Yu Qi 

mocked. 

If this woman did not do something like converting her man, she would not end up like this. 

"I will ask First Brother to fire her and make her never step on this career anymore." Long Hui said fully 

disgusted with Mei Ling. 

Mei Ling shook her head but her mouth could not say anything. 

"Qi Qi, I will go and take some shower. Her smell is attached on my body. I feel sick." Long Hui said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi nodded. She also could smell the woman's perfume on her man. It had attached when the 

woman fell onto Long Hui's laps. 

She was watching when Mei Ling fell and had been pushed one second after she landed on Long Hui. 

She could see that Long Hui did not hold back his strength when he pushed the woman until her head 

hit the table there. 

"Don't blame others about this. You are the one to bring this on yourself." Yu Qi said to the woman. 

Yu Qi looked at the other flight attendants that also watched the situation. 

"Take her and treat her wound." Yu Qi asked them. 

The flight attendants were startled as they heard the woman addressed them. They quickly lifted Mei 

Ling and brought her away. 

They brought her to the other room. They performed the first aid. The wound looked bigger than they 

had thought after cleaning the blood. However, they felt that she deserved that. 

They already warned her about the consequences doing something like that. But she never took the 

advice. So, when something like this happened, they did not think that the man was wrong. 

Someone would be startled if something fell on his laps. With her motive like that, they could said, 

'Serves you right'. 

Both man and woman just now were people that they must not offend since they could not afford that. 

Well, people that could use the private plane must be someone either they were rich or they were 

important people. 

Yu Qi went to the bedroom. The water falling from the shower could be heard. Long Hui probably was 

not done yet. After 15 minutes, Long Hui came out with the towel on his waist. Her eight packs were 

very enchanting. 

Yu Qi felt her throat had dried. She swallowed her saliva. 



Long Hui saw Yu Qi doing that, he smirked. 

Chapter 772 - 772: Above The Sky 

Long Hui slowly approached Yu Qi. He leaned over, near to Yu Qi's right ear and whispered in his deep 

voice. 

"Do you like what do you see?" Long Hui asked. 

Yu Qi felt his deep voice was like a devil's whisper that wanted her to do the bad thing. Once again she 

swallowed her saliva. 

"Stop doing that." Yu Qi faked the cough. 

"Doing what, hmm?" Long Hui pretended that he did not know anything. 

"Seducing me!" Yu Qi glared at Long Hui. 

"Oh, really? But how am I seducing you?" Long Hui chuckled. 

Long Hui went to the bed and laying aside while his hand supported his head. This position was making 

Yu Qi crazy. 

She did not know whether Long Hui had improved his seducing technique or whether she became less 

immune to Long Hui's seduction. 

"Come on... I know you like it." Long Hui smiled again. 

Yu Qi snapped out. She got up and sat on Long Hui's stomach. Long Hui's flashed an excitement. 

Yu Qi smiled while licking her lips. "Hui, you look so delicious." 

"Well, I am happy if you decide to eat me right now." Long Hui offered himself to be eaten. 

"Let's experience how making love above the sky." Yu Qi smiled. 

Right after that, Yu Qi attacked Long Hui's mouth. Her tongue moved playfully in Long Hui's mouth. His 

tongue moved along hers. 

Yu Qi released Long Hui from her kiss. 

"This time, I will do the preparation." 

Yu Qi kissed Long Hui's neck. It was a fresh scent since Long Hui just came out from the shower. She 

sucked Long Hui's neck as she wanted to leave the mark. 

After that, she released and looked down at the love bite. Her hand traced the love bite. 

"Lovely." Yu Qi praised her own work. 

Long Hui felt tortured right now. He wanted to pin down the lady but he was afraid that the lady would 

be mad for his interruption. 

Yu Qi began to kiss Long Hui's neck again and going down to Long Hui's chest. 



"I like your firm chest. Look how strong it is." Yu Qi smiled. 

"I like your soft and round chest. Looks delicious." Long Hui moved his hand and touched Yu Qi's 

b.r.e.a.s.ts. 

Yu Qi just laughed. n..𝐨)/𝓥).𝗲..𝗅.-𝑩)/1)/n 

Yu Qi continued to slide down. She touched and kissed Long Hui's abdomen. Her eyes looked up to Long 

Hui's face and saw Long Hui's excited face. 

"You!" 

Long Hui narrowed his eyes as he watched his beloved Qi Qi pulled off the towel that covered his lower 

body. 

"This thing is a hindrance." Yu Qi said as she threw away the towel. 

What showed in front of her eyes, had made her unconsciously licking her lips. 

Long Hui's 'little brother' stood proudly. 

"You have already woken up." Yu Qi said to Long Hui's 'little brother'. 

She slowly grabbed it. Then she heard that Long Hui made some sounds. 

"Hiss...." That was what came out from Long Hui's mouth. 

Yu Qi started to move her hand up and down and watched Long Hui's reaction. Long Hui's was hissing, 

the sound of excitement. 

"Then, what about this?" Yu Qi asked. 

Right after that, she kissed Long Hui's 'little brother'. When she saw Long Hui's face, she was excited and 

put it in and out of her mouth. 

"More, Qi Qi... More Qi Qi..." Long Hui begged. 

Up... Down... Up... Down... Long Hui moved against Yu Qi's direction. Long Hui felt that he wanted to let 

it out. Suddenly Yu Qi stopped doing what she was doing and grabbed Long Hui's 'little brother'. 

"Hiss... Qi Qi..." Long Hui looked down. 

"Don't let it out yet. Give inside me." Yu Qi made a lewd smile. 

Yu Qi was wearing a skirt. So, it was easy to access her private place. She placed Long Hui's 'little 

brother' directly towards her private place. 

She slowly slid down. Then Long Hui's 'little brother' disappeared into her private place. Her body 

dropped on Long Hui's body. She was adjusting. 

"Hiss... It has been a while." Yu Qi commented. "Hui, yours are so big." 

"It is just your own use." Long Hui whispered to Yu Qi's ear. 



Yu Qi stood and facing Long Hui. She then slowly moved her body up and down. Long Hui also moved 

against her. 

"Ah... Ah... Ah..." It was the sounds that came out from Yu Qi's mouth. 

Long Hui's hand grabbed her blouse and tore it opened. The buttons flew over and showing the bra that 

his beloved Qi Qi currently wearing. His hands were very skilfully opened up the bra. 

Yu Qi was wearing the bra that the hook was in front. So, it was easy for Long Hui to throw the bra away. 

Yu Qi's proud mountains finally showed themselves. 

Long Hui could see that it moved up and down following Yu Qi's movement. Long Hui was resentful 

when he saw them. So, he grabbed them and started to knead them. 

When Yu Qi felt that Lon Hui was kneading her b.r.e.a.s.ts, she felt more excited. She began to move 

faster. 

"Do... You... Like... That... Hui?" Yu Qi asked Long Hui following the rhythms that she moved. 

"Yes... I like .... It..." Long Hui responded as he already began to move faster too. 

Yu Qi could feel that Long Hui would be climax soon since she felt that his 'Little Brother' became bigger. 

"More... More..." Yu Qi said. 

"Grr...." Long Hui growled as he let the s.e.m.e.n into his beloved Qi Qi's private plane. 

"Ah...." Yu Qi also reached the climax. 

Her body collapsed on Long Hui's body. The two of them were tired. 

"It was fantastic, Qi Qi." Long Hui kissed Yu Qi's head. 

"Hmm... Yeah..." Yu Qi responded faintly. 

Chapter 773 - 773: Crash Into The Sea 

"Excuse me." Long Hui called the flight attendants. 

Because of the incident happened earlier, the flight attendants seemed to be so scared of Long Hui as 

they flinched when they had heard his name. 

One of the flight attendants stood up and faced Long Hui with a trembling smile on her lips. 

"Yes, Sir. Is there something that you want?" She asked. 

"May I know, is there any alcohol in our food just now?" Long Hui inquired. 

The flight attendants looked at her colleagues. She confirmed that from her colleagues. After a few 

moments, she turned back to Long Hui. 

"Yes, Sir. There was some amount of red wine in the meal and desserts. Is there something wrong with 

it, Sir?" The flight attendants confirmed that and asked again. 

"No. Thank you." Long Hui shook his head and walked away. 



'No wonder she became like that just now. She became bolder and wanted to ride me. Well, I like that.' 

Long Hui chuckled from his thought. 

Long Hui did not sleep after making love with Yu Qi. They did almost 3 rounds before Yu Qi fell to sleep. 

Did not want his beloved Qi Qi sleep in that condition, he wiped Yu Qi's body and made her wear a 

pajama. 

Wondering about Yu Qi who had became bold just now, he went out to ask the flight attendants. His 

assumption became the truth. There were some amount of red wine in their meal just now. 

Well, he was satisfied about that. He would let her slept since there was one hour before they would 

land down. He was relaxing. He could see that Su Yu Hi also fell into deep sleep in his seat. 

Even though he did not like another man around Yu Qi but he could tolerate Su Yu Hi. Yu Qi treated Su 

Yu Hi like her Tang Brothers. 

..... 

"Are you sure that Yu Qi has been travelling in that flight?" Tang Jung Wen asked his wife. 

"I am not sure but it is Yu Qi's flight. She has showed me the ticket and has confirmed that flight no. to 

me." Ming Yue answered while sobbing. 

Su Xiao also cried beside Ming Yue. Tang Jung Wen clinched his fists. 

Actually there was a news saying that the plane that Yu Qi supposed to ride crashed into the sea two 

hours after it had taken off. 

Ming Yue and Su Xiao were watching a talk show in the television when the news was reported the 

incident. When Ming Yue heard properly the news, she was very shocked. 

She talked to Yu Qi last night before Yu Qi had departured. She asked what time that Yu Qi would be 

going. Yu Qi told her everything. The seat number, the time and also the flight number that Yu Qi was 

going to ride. She recorded that. 

Su Xiao was surprised when seeing her sister in law who had suddenly cried. She asked what was the 

matter. When Su Xiao heard that, she felt her heart just fell off. 

Butler Han also listened to Ming Yue's talk, he quickly called their masters and young masters and told 

them about that matter. 

They applied the emergency leave and returned home. Even Tang Qin Hao returned home after hearing 

the news from Tang Jin Wei. 

"Can we confirm with the airport about this matter?" Tang Han Lee asked. 

"Right now, they will not have enough time and staff to serve us. There are a lot of people going to the 

airport to ask about this matter." Tang Jang Qin sighed. 

"Then, we just have to sit here and wait for her death news?" Tang Jin Wei was fl.u.s.tered about this. 

Tang Qin Hao slammed Tang Jin Wei's head. 



Tang Jin Wei turned to Tang Qin Hao. "What are you doing? That hurts." 

"Just calm down, will you? She has not been confirmed to be dead yet." Tang Qin Hao glared at Tang Jin 

Wei feeling annoyed with his second brother. 

Everyone was silent at the moment. While Ming Yue and Su Xiao were currently sobbing as their 

husbands tried to calm down them. 

"Grandpa!" Tang Han Lee stood up and greeted his grandfather that just appeared walking toward 

them. 

"Father." Tang Jung Wen greeted Grandpa Tang. 

"Father." Tang Jang Qin also greeted Grandpa Tang. 

"I hear the news." Grandpa Tang also watched the news reported in the television. 

He was not paying any attention about the news. Suddenly he realized that her granddaughter also 

departured to Fanghai Nation on the same day. n𝗼𝔳𝑒-𝑙𝚋/1n 

Then, he received the call from Butler Han about the matter. Butler Han called him since he felt this 

news needed to be reported to Grandpa Tang. 

Hearing the news, Grandpa Tang decided to return to FINN City. He asked Pei Xian to be his driver. He 

also asked Han Chu Xiao to follow him. Song Nan would be left to take things at Godly Herbs Shop. 

Han Chu Xiao was trembling as she heard the news about her missing young miss. And she was to be 

suspected riding the same flight that had crashed into the sea. She was crying without the sound. Only 

the tears fell down from her eyes. 

"What is the situation right now?" Grandpa Tang asked. 

"It is not be confirmed yet." Tang Jung Wen answered. 

"I have called the airport. But still, my call has not been answered." Tang Jang Qin added and sighed. 

"Can we not just go to the airport?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"Don't do the stupid thing. Going there right now will not give you anything. Beside, the traffic will be 

probably jammed right now." Tang Han Lee said. 

Chapter 774 - 774: Waiting Was Not An Easy Task 

"Then, what should we do now?" Tang Jin Wei asked again. 

This time, no one answered. 

Grandpa Tang felt that he just remembered something. He quickly brought out his phone from his 

pocket. He dialed someone. Then the beep sound could be heard as Grandpa Tang set it on the 

loudspeaker mode. 

"Hello." 

It was Grandpa Feng's voice. 



"Hello. Are you busy, right now?" Grandpa Tang asked. 

From Grandpa Feng's tone, he was not at his office. Nor he was doing his work. 

"None, just enjoying my granddaughter's massage." Grandpa Feng was indeed enjoying Feng Yue's 

massage right now. 

"Hey, do you have any contact person at FINN City Airport?" Grandpa Tang asked. 

"Let me think first... Hmm... I think so. What is the matter?" Grandpa Feng asked back. 

"Can you contact that person and ask whether my granddaughter's name is on the list of the passengers 

that have been on board the today's flight or not?" Grandpa Tang explained. 

"Wait. Don't tell me that Yu Qi is on the plane that crashed into the sea today?" Grandpa Feng was 

shocked. 

Feng Yue was currently massaging her grandfather stopped. "What?" She was so shocked about the 

matter. 

"She has scheduled to on board that flight but we still don't get the confirmation about that matter. We 

have called the airport but they have not accepted the call." Grandpa Tang sighed. 

"Yeah. I bet they don't have any for that. Don't worry. Let me call my friend there and ask him about 

that matter." Grandpa Feng said. 

"I? am counting on you." Grandpa Tang really hoped that Grandpa Feng could contact his friend over 

there. 

Grandpa Feng quickly contacted his friend over there and explained the matter to him. 

Feng Yue in hurry contacted Yu Qi's phone. It was not connecting. She fl.u.s.tered. 

'Yu Qi, don't you dare die. Don't you dare die.' Feng Yue was praying the same thing repeatedly in her 

mind. 

'Brother Hui also needs to be informed about this.' Thinking about Long Hui, she quickly called him. But 

it was not also being answered. 

"Grandpa, I will go to Shiwa Military Compound first to see Brother Hui." Feng Yue ran outside without 

hearing the answer from Grandpa Feng. 

She drove her car and stopped right in front of Shiwa Military Compound's entrance. The? soldiers that 

guarded the entrance became alerted. 

Feng Yue quickly stepped out from the car. She went straight to the soldiers that guarded the entrance. 

"Can you call Long Hui?" Feng Yue asked. 

The soldiers did not answer her straight away. They were observed her from up to down. 

''Can you call him right now? I am his cousin, Feng Yue. Please. I have something to tell him." Feng Yue 

said. 



The soldiers remembered that their Colonel Long had one cousin. It was a heiress from Feng Family. 

"Please wait here. We will inform him." One of the soldiers said and ran away from that place. 

Feng Yue was wondering right and left. She could not stay still. 

10 minutes later, it was not Long Hui that came but Ren Qian Yi. 

"Yue, what is the matter?" Ren Qian Yi asked. 

Feng Yue looked behind Ren Qian Yi right and left searching for Long Hui. "Where is Brother Hui?" 

"He is not here. He has taken day off. I don't know where he is right now." Ren Qian Yi explained. 

"What?" Feng Yue felt fl.u.s.tered again. 

"What happened?" Ren Qian Yi asked. 

"Nothing. If you can contact him, do tell him that I am looking for him and ask him to call me back." Feng 

Yue did not want to expose the matter. So, she just left the message to Ren Qian Yi. 

Feng Yue felt that Ren Qian Yi did not tell the truth since sometimes the soldier could not expose their 

whereabouts. So, she thought that Ren Qian Yi was lying just now. 

Maybe it was a good news that Long Hui was not here. If Long Hui knew about this news, he might went 

straight to the airport and would create a huge mess there. She returned home. 

She saw that Grandpa Feng was prepared to go out. 

"We are going to Tang Main Residence right now." Grandpa Feng informed Feng Yue. He looked around. 

Seeing the person that his granddaughter wanted to see just now was nowhere to be seen. "Do you find 

Hui?" 

"Nope. He is probably on the mission." Feng Yue answered before asking her grandfather back. "Have 

you call your friend over there?" 

"Yes. He needs some times to check the list. It is chaos over there." Grandpa Feng said. 

"Yeah. I can imagine that." Feng Yue nodded. 

Both of them entered the car. Their destination was FINN City where Tang Main Residence was. 

Meanwhile at Tang Main Residence. 

"I hope that he can get some information from his friend." Grandpa Tang said. n..𝐨)/𝓥).𝗲..𝗅.-𝑩)/1)/n 

Everyone was hoping the same thing. Tang Qin Hao was currently sitting with his eyes closed. But 

everyone knew that he was not sleeping since the expression on his face. He was frowning right now. 

Tang Jin Wei could not stay still. So, he was wondering around. Right... Then left... They could hear some 

fl.u.s.tered sighs from him. 

Ming Yue and Su Xiao were still crying. They could not stopped. Han Chu Xiao helped them to calm 

down. 



Everyone felt tensed. Like people always said, waiting was not an easy task. And very tough for 

something that was involved with the death. 

Chapter 775 - 775: I Demand... Marry Her Off To Me 

"We have gotten the result." Grandpa Feng's friend said through the phone. 

Grandpa Feng and Feng Yue had already arrived at Tang Main Residence only in one hour and half 

thanks to Feng Yue. They were currently sitting together with other Tang? Family members. 

"She is not on the on board list." Grandpa Feng's friend announced. 

"Really?" Grandpa Feng asked for another confirmation. 

"Yes. She is really not on the on board list." Grandpa Feng's friend said again. 

Hearing to that, everyone was relieved. 

"Thank you for helping us." Grandpa Feng said. 

"No problem. I will hang up now." Grandpa Feng's friend ended the call. 

"Thank goodness that she is not on the list." Ming Yue said. 

"But if she is not on the list, where is she right now?" Tang Han Lee pointed another issue right now. 

"I have called her many times. But she has not answered it." Tang Jin Wei said. 

"Don't tell me that she has been kidnapped?" Su Xiao looked at everyone. 

The atmosphere turned gloomy once again. 

... 

The plane touched down. Long Hui woke up his sleeping princess. Yu Qi was surprised that she had been 

sleeping until the plane touched down. 

"Argh!!!" She touched her back while glaring at Long Hui. n-.𝑜-)𝑽))𝗲..𝗅--𝒷-(1-(n 

Long Hui noticed that glare and smiled sweetly to Yu Qi. He approached Yu Qi and helped her to wash 

up. 

Yu Qi did not have time to mad at Long Hui accepted his help so that they could leave the plane. Su Yu Hi 

already left and went to the hotel first. 

Yu Qi washed up very quick. They left the airport and went to the hotel. Yu Qi actually booked the single 

bed room. So, they needed to change the room since Long Hui wanted to stay together with Yu Qi. 

Luckily for them, there was one empty premium room. 

Yu Qi remembered her promise to call Ming Yue after arriving here. So, she reached out her phone and 

dialed Ming Yue's phone. 

Tang Main Residence. 

"First Mistress, there is a call on your phone." A maid told Ming Yue and gave the phone to Ming Yue. 



"A call?" Ming Yue confused. 

She took the phone and looked at the screen. Seeing the name on the screen, she quickly answered the 

call. She also pressed the loudspeaker mode. 

"Hello, Auntie Ming Yue." 

Everyone looked at Ming Yue when they heard the voice. They knew who the owner of the voice. 

"Hello, Yu Qi. Are you okay right now?" Ming Yue asked in a worried tone. 

"I am okay. I just want to tell you that I have arrived at Fanghai Nation." Yu Qi informed Ming Yue. 

"Are you already there?" Ming Yue was surprised. 

"Well, I have been kidnapped by...." Yu Qi did not manage to finish the sentence when she heard Tang 

Jin Wei's voice. 

"What??? You has been kidnapped. Then it is true. Ask that kidnapper what is his demand for 

kidnapping you. We are willing to do anything for you to be safe." Tang Jin Wei cut Yu Qi's sentence. 

"What?" Yu Qi was taking back. She did not understand what was going on right now. 

"Yeah, Yu Qi, ask that kidnapper to release you. We will do anything that he wants." This time, Feng Yue 

was also interrupting the conversation. 

"What?" Yu Qi was surprised again. 

"Yu Qi, can you put the kidnapper on the call?" Tang Jung Wen asked. 

"Huh? Oh, sure." Yu Qi confused but she still followed Tang Jung Wen's request. "Here, my family wants 

to talk to you." 

Everyone heard the phone was switched to another person. 

"You have kidnapped a member of Tang Family. What do you want actually? We are willing to follow 

your order." Tang Jung Wen said. 

"Hmm... I demand... Marry her off to me." The kidnapper said. 

"What?" Tang Jung Wen was shocked. 

Not only him but everyone else also was shocked when hearing the kidnapper's request. 

Then Feng Yue noticed something. The kidnapper's voice was very familiar to her. Then, she realised 

something. 

"Brother Hui?" Feng Yue called that name trying to confirm something. 

"Hmm?" The kidnapper responded. 

"What? You are Long Hui?" Tang Jin Wei asked. 

"Yes." Long Hui answered. 



Everyone was speechless. Suddenly the call ended. Everyone was looking at each other. 

Tang Jung Wen: "The kidnapper is Long Hui." 

Tang Qin Hao: "We are willing to do anything." 

Tang Jang Qin: "He demands to marry Yu Qi." 

Tang Jin Wei: "That bastard! He dares to play us like this." 

Tang Jiang Man aka Grandpa Tang: "I think we need to talk to Long Fei Yi." 

Grandpa Feng could not say anything. He did not expect for things to escalate like this. 

Feng Yue began to laugh. It was too funny. Here, they were seriously thought that Yu Qi had been 

kidnapped by someone. So, they promised to the kidnapper that they would listen to his demand. 

The kidnapper was Long Hui and he demanded that the kidnapper victim to be marry off to him. Feng 

Yue laughed hardly. Her Brother Hui was very funny. 

To be honest, how could someone manage to kidnap Yu Qi with Yu Qi's strength? No one could. If that 

success meaning Yu Qi must be willing to follow the kidnapper with her own. The bait must be good. 

And that bait must be Long Hui's handsomeness. 

The atmosphere turned better. Even though they were angry being played like that but it was better 

than Yu Qi got kidnapped by someone else. That would be bad. 

Chapter 776 - 776: Going Around 

Yu Qi looked at phone. It was off. 

"What happened?" Yu Qi asked Long Hui. 

"The battery. Do you charge the phone before coming here?" Long Hui asked. 

Yu Qi made a 'o' with her mouth. Indeed, she did not charging her phone before coming here. 

"But... They have really thought that I have been kidnapped by someone. I am just kidding though." Yu 

Qi did not understand the situation before. 

"Probably because of that." Long Hui pointed to the television that showing the news about the plane 

that crashed into the sea. 

Yu Qi turned and watched the news. The news was reporting about the plane which from Binhai Nation 

going to Fanghai Nation, having some unknown problems, lost the control and crashed into the sea. 

The government sent the rescue team to search for the people if anyone survived from the crash. 

However, 12 hours had passed. No one had been found alive from the crash except for the bodies which 

had already bloated of water. 

The bodies were collected and would be brought back to Binhai Nation for the recognition process. 

Yu Qi was blinking her eyes. She was thinking about the connection between this news and the 

kidnapping. Her eyes became wide as she realized the connection between these two. 



"I remember telling Auntie Ming Yue about my flight. They have probably thought that I am in the plane. 

After confirming that I am not in the plane they have thought that I have been kidnapped. Then I have 

happened to joke about being kidnapped. So, they have thought it's true. Asking to talk with you, the 

kidnapper." Yu Qi connected the dots. 

"And I demanding to marry you off to me. You can not get away from me." Long Hui smirked. 

"Well... We will see." This time, this was Yu Qi's turn to smirk. 

..... 

"I think I want to make the small party for celebrating the opening of our greenhouse." Yu Qi said to the 

people in the meeting room. 

They were in the meeting room in the greenhouse after walking around the greenhouse, seeing the 

area. Yu Qi was very satisfied with Grandpa Su and Su Fan. 

It was a pleasure to be working with someone that knew their work very well. In fact, she was very 

surprised with Su Fan. This man was very flirtous with women but he was very thorough with his work. 

The arrangement of the herbs and plants were very good too. This greenhouse was slightly bigger than 

the one at Shiwa Town. However, just like the one in Shiwa Town, they had everything that needed for 

the workers that would be going to work at this greenhouse. 

"A party?" Grandpa Su asked back. 

"Yeah. Just a small celebration." Yu Qi said. 

"When?" Su Fan asked. His eyes lifted up when he heard the word party. n/(0𝓋𝗲𝑙𝔟In 

"Tomorrow night?" Yu Qi gave the suggestion. 

"How many people that you want to invite? Where do you want the party to take place?" Grandpa Su 

inquired. 

"Everyone who is involved in the construction of this greenhouse. As for the place, we can do it outside 

the greenhouse since it is an empty space. We can rent the canopies, tables and chairs. As for the food, 

we can order the catering." Yu Qi said. 

"We can do as you say for the canopies, tables and chairs but the food... There is not easy to get the 

catering that wants the last minute order." Su Fan said to Yu Qi. 

"Don't worry about that. I will handle it. You and Grandpa Su just need to inform others about 

tomorrow's party since you are the one interacting with them." Yu Qi just smiled. 

Yu Qi left together with Long Hui and Su Yu Hi after the meeting. 

"Yu Qi, are you sure you can handle this?" Su Yu Hi asked. 

It was a foreign country for them. If they were in Binhai Nation, they had probably could manage to 

handle such things but right now, they were in Fanghai Nation. 

"Like I say, don't worry about this. I will handle it nicely." Yu Qi said. 



Long Hui was smiling. He did not need to say anything in this situation. 

"As for now, let's go to the places." Yu Qi said. 

Su Yu Hi acted as her driver and Long Hui acted as her bodyguard. 

The first place that she went was the company that rental the equipment such as canopy, table and 

chair. Both of the two men were surprised that she knew the exact place where that she could rental all 

those things which asking anyone. 

Yu Qi entered the company and talked with the person in charge. She negotiated the price for renting all 

of the equipment. After one hour of negotiation, she managed to get the price that she wanted after the 

person in charge asked her manager to come and talked to Yu Qi. 

Su Yu Hi looked very surprised at Yu Qi. It was not the first time he watched Yu Qi negotiated like this 

but it was still impresive. 

The next place that Yu Qi wanted to go to was a restaurant. This restaurant was located in a rather 

secluded place. People needed to know the area very well if they wanted to go to the restaurant. 

From what Su Yu Hi saw, Yu Qi was knowledgeable about the place. He was slightly confused about that. 

Yu Qi was born in Binhai Nation. She just came to Fanghai Nation several times. It was not enough for Yu 

Qi to know this place very precisely. 

Chapter 777 - 777: Hiring The Chef For The Party 

Yu Qi looked at the restaurant in front of her and felt nostalgia. It was exactly accidentally she first found 

out about this restaurant. As Su Yu Hi had guessed, not many people knew about this restaurant since it 

was located in secluded area. 

They needed to know the way to come to this restaurant. Yu Qi first found out about this restaurant in 

her past life. She was introduced to this restaurant by someone. 

When she first time ate in this restaurant, she ended up eating too much. Strangely, she did not have 

any digestive problem that she used to have. 

In her past life, because of her life in Wang Family, she had always been starving, so she had the 

digestive problem since then. She could not eat much, otherwise, her stomach would hurt. 

When Yu Qi asked the owner of the restaurant, the owner told Yu Qi that all of the food that she cooked 

was the herbal meal. She put some herbs into her cooking. It was very delicious. Yu Qi wanted to eat the 

food that the owner cooked again. 

Yu Qi appeared at the entrance of the restaurant. It was just evening time but the restaurant was almost 

full. Everyone saw the beautiful woman were surprised. Then appeared two men behind the woman 

making all of men in the restaurant that having some thought about the beautiful woman threw the idea 

away. 

"Welcome, come in. We still have some seat over there." The cheerful waitress said to Yu Qi. 

"We want to meet your owner. Is she here?" Yu Qi asked. 



The waitress's face turned gloomy. She forced to smile to Yu Qi. 

"I know that I have broken the rich girl's bracelet. I will pay you. So, does not need to tell my boss about 

that even she has promised you that she is going to pay for it." The waitress said. 

Yu Qi was stunned. She turned and looked at Long Hui and Su Yu Hi. Long Hui just made a small gesture 

that he did not know anything. Su Yu Hi also shook his head telling her that he also did not know 

anything. 

"Miss, I think you have misunderstand us. We don't know what are you talking about. I am here for the 

owner because of different reason." Yu Qi said to the waitress. 

"Eh, you are not her friend?" The waitress asked. 

"Whose friend?" Yu Qi tilted her head. 

"No... Nothing. I am sorry. I think that you are someone else." The waitress apologized quickly after 

realized that. 

"It's okay. Can you call the owner for me right now?" Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, okay. Wait a minute. You can sit here first." The waitress told them and ran off calling her boss. 

"What are we doing here?" Su Yu Hi asked. 

"Ordering the catering services for tomorrow's party." Yu Qi answered while smiling. 

"Here?" Su Yu Hi pointed his finger down. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

Not long after that, the same waitress came out with a middle aged woman. 

"Miss, here is the owner." The waitress pointed to the middle aged woman behind her. 

"You want to meet me?" The middle aged woman stepped forward and asked Yu Qi. 

"Yes. I have something to discuss with you. Can we talk in private?" Yu Qi asked. 

The middle aged woman thought for a minute. And then she nodded. "Follow me." She walked away. 

Yu Qi and the two men followed her to one room. This room might be the middle aged woman's office. 

"Sit here." The middle aged woman said. 

So, they sat facing the middle aged woman. 

"Why do you want to see me?" The middle aged woman asked directly. 

"Chef Ye, I want to hire you as the chef for tomorrow's party. Are you interested?" Yu Qi asked. 

The middle aged woman was a chef. Her name was Ye Bai Qian. She was a nutritionist before becoming 

the owner of this restaurant. 



"Party?" Ye Bai Qian asked back. "You really want to hire me as a chef for the party? Just because of 

that? Then, I refuse." 

Yu Qi did not feel angry with the rejection because she knew that Ye Bai Qian would be rejecting her. 

"Don't reject us first. I offer something that you want." Yu Qi chuckled. "Chef Ye, do you hear about the 

greenhouse that has just completed the construction?" 

Ye Bai Qian looked straight at Yu Qi. Of course, she heard about that. She heard that the new 

greenhouse would grow up many kinds of herbs. 

"Yes. But why are you?" Ye Bai Qian asked. 

"Chef Ye cooks herbal food. Must use a lot of herbs in the cooking. Is there enough herbs?" Yu Qi asked 

mentioning the herbs. n-/𝑂(/𝑣./𝞮/(𝓁/)𝓑--1).n 

Seeing Ye Bai Qian was silent, Yu Qi continued. "The greenhouse can be your main supplier for the 

herbs." 

"How can you talking about that?" Ye Bai Qian asked. 

Yu Qi definitely caught her attention now. 

"Because I am the owner of that greenhouse. You can confirm it with Mr. Su Jin. I bet you know him." Yu 

Qi simply told her identity. 

Ye Bai Qian was stunned. Of course she knew Su Jin. She usually bought the herbs from his shop. Then 

she remembered talking with Su Jin about the greenhouse. 

Su Jin told her in an excited tone that there would be a greenhouse built for the herbs and he was 

personally involved in the construction of the greenhouse. 

Chapter 778 - 778: Strike The First Deal For The Greenhouse 

And Ye Bai Qian also remembered that he was telling her that the owner of the greenhouse was a young 

woman. 

"You are the owner?" Ye Bai Qian asked. 

Yu Qi smiled and nodded. "Yes. I am the owner." 

Ye Bai Qian felt astonished after watching the young woman in front of her. 

Seeing Yu Qi caught Ye Bai Qian's full attention, she began to explain in full details. 

"I am offering the business deal for you. If you become our chef for our tomorrow's party, you can enjoy 

a discount of 10% for each purchase that you make from our greenhouse." Yu Qi smiled as she offered 

the deal to Ye Bai Qian. 

Ye Bai Qian was seriously thinking about that. Without any doubt, that greenhouse would replace Su 

Jin's herbs shop. 10% discount for each purchased herbs. It was a delicious deal, she thought. 

"Okay. I am in." Ye Bai Qian nodded. 



.... 

"I am full." Su Yu Hi said. 

They ended having a meal at Ye Bai Qian's restaurant. The matter ended beautifully. They managed to 

get the food ready for tomorrow's party. 

And the most important thing, Yu Qi managed to secure a business deal for the greenhouse. They got 

the first customer for the greenhouse. 

Ye Bai Qian cooked using the herbs. Their greenhouse became the main supplier for herbs used in the 

restaurant. 

"Yu Qi, how do you know there is a restaurant here?" Su Yu Hi asked. 

Yu Qi's body flinched. "I have heard from a friend." 

Long Hui could see that Yu Qi's body flinched before she answered the question. He knew that Yu Qi 

probably knew about this restaurant, not in this lifetime but in her past life. 

"Do you have any work to get done after this?" Long Hui asked giving the opportunity for Yu Qi to 

change the topic. 

"Nope. I think we are done for today, right, Brother Yu Hi?" Yu Qi asked Su Yu Hi. 

"Yeah. I guess so." Su Yu Hi answered. 

"Good. Your time is mine now." Long Hui said. 

"Let's return to the hotel first." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay." Both of the men obeyed the queen's order. 

After returned to the hotel, Yu Qi invited Long Hui to take a walk around the hotel's restaurant. They 

had an appointment tonight. Seeing Grandpa Mu in the restaurant's hotel. Yu Qi booked a private room 

for their privacy. 

"That Chef Ye, you must have known her from your past life, right?" Long Hui wanted to confirm that 

thing. 

"As you have thought." Yu Qi gave a faint smile. "I have known her from my past life. I have spent my life 

around five to six year here, in Fanghai Nation before my death. I am very familiar with this place. 

My grandfather has handed me the task. To prove to others that I am worthy of becoming my 

grandfather's heir. I have worked so much. Going many places. Handling matters." 

.... n𝓸𝒱𝓮/𝗅𝕓.1n 

"Grandfather." Yu Qi greeted and went to hug her grandfather, Grandpa Mu. "It has been a while since I 

have last seen you. You are in good condition, right, Grandfather? You do eat the supplement that I gave 

you, right?" 



Grandpa Mu laughed as he heard the granddaughter nagged at her. "The first you see me, you nag at 

me." 

"I just want to make sure." Yu Qi pouted. 

"Okay... Okay... You can check on me later." Grandpa Mu said. 

"Grandfather." Long Hui greeted Grandpa Mu. 

"Hmm... You are here too." Grandpa Mu acknowledged Long Hui. 

Well, to be honest, he was very satisfied with this man to be his granddaughter's name. But he was 

slightly concerned about his job. His job was a soldier. It was not a safe job. 

"I am here as Qi Qi's bodyguard." Long Hui said. 

"Really? Only as my bodyguard?" Yu Qi glanced at Long Hui. 

"Of course, as Qi Qi's boyfriend as well." Long Hui quickly added the sentence. 

Yu Qi smiled. She was satisfied with the answer. Otherwise, someone might have to book another room 

for him. 

They ordered the food. 

"By the way, Grandfather, are you sure for tomorrow night?" Yu Qi asked. 

"I think nothing is on my schedule." Grandpa Mu answered. 

Yu Qi clapped her hands once. "Then, it's great. You can come to our party tomorrow?" 

"A party?" Grandpa Mu inquired. 

"Yes. Our greenhouse has already completed its construction. It will be going to open for the business. 

So, I am holding a small party to celebrate. Just to appreciate those who have been involved in its 

construction." Yu Qi answered. 

"I see. I will be there." Grandpa Mu nodded. 

"How is your business, Grandfather?" Yu Qi asked. 

"It's good. Do you want it?" Grandpa Mu casually asked. 

Yu Qi quickly shook her head. "Grandfather, I have things full in my hand. I can't handle your big 

company. Afraid that I will destroy it if I don't manage it properly." 

Grandpa Mu smiled as he heard that answer. This granddaughter firmly rejected the wealth that could 

support her life without even working. 

Different from his other family members. His sons. They competed with each other. Even though the 

older was more obvious, the younger was no different. Well, it must be the influence of their mother. 

He just hoped that his grandchildren did not follow their parents much. 

"I know." Grandpa Mu smiled. He moved the topic to Long Hui. "Hui, how is your work?" 



"I am doing okay, Grandfather." Long Hui answered politely. 

"What is your rank right now?" Grandpa Mu asked. 

"My boyfriend is the youngest Colonel in the Binhai's history." Yu Qi said proudly. 

"Why are you the one looking so proud?" Grandpa Mu asked feeling funny about that. 

"Of course, I am proud since he is my boyfriend." Yu Qi said. 

Chapter 779 - 779: Let's Crush Her Party. 

Yu Qi was busy handling the matters regarding the party. The canopy had already been set up and the 

tables, as well the chairs were currently being arranged. 

Grandpa Su and Su Fan were dumbfounded as they saw the people were working on the place. They 

would not believe that Yu Qi could get it covered just in one day. 

Yu Qi was currently at the kitchen cafe in the greenhouse. Ye Bai Qian and her two assistants had arrived 

with the ingredients for the party tonight. 

Long Hui helped them unloading the ingredients and brought the things to the kitchen. Yu Qi wanted to 

help them to cook the meal. 

Ye Bai Qian asked whether she could cook or not. Yu Qi confidently said yes. Well, not like she was 

showing off, but it was true. 

Ye Bai Qian told Yu Qi if she did not like the way Yu Qi worked, she would ask Yu Qi to step away from 

the kitchen. Yu Qi nodded as she understood that. 

However, Ye Bai Qian would not have the opportunity to chase Yu Qi away since Yu Qi worked even 

better than her two assistants. 

"You really know how to cook." Ye Bai Qian said. 

"Well, I like cooking. So, I have practised a lot." Yu Qi grinned. 

"Let's do our best. We have about 200 mouths to feed." Ye Bai Qian said. 

"Yes, Chef Ye." Others shouted. 

They had 5 hours to cook and got ready for the party. 

Su Yu Hi was relieved that everything had been completely arranged. His boss was really reckless. She 

just planned the party for 200 people in one day. But he was already accustomed to her crazy brain. 

Now, they only needed to wait for the food to be served and it was done. 

"How is she doing this?" Su Fan asked Su Yu Hi. 

"Well... Since you will be working under her, you will understand later." Su Yu Hi smiled. 

..... 



"What? My grandfather will be attending a party tonight?" Mu Li Zei looked at his secretary with a 

questionable look. 

"Yes. I get this info from a reliable source." The secretary said. 

"Do you know what party?" Mu Li Zei asked again. 

"From what I know, it is a celebration party for greenhouse opening." The secretary looked through her 

tablet. 

"Where is the party?" Mu Li Zei inquired more. 

"At Faway Hill." The secretary said. 

Hearing the place's name, Mu Li Zei looked at his secretary with the narrowed eyes. The land belonged 

to that person now. Tang Yu Qi. He clenched his fist. 

"What is my schedule for tonight?" Mu Li Zei asked. 

"You have dinner with Mr William." The secretary answered. 

"Postpone it. I have another party to go." Mu Li Zei grinned evilly. 

"Yes, Sir." The secretary nodded as she held back her anger. 

Her boss really knew Mr William's temper but he just cancelled the long arranged appointment just like 

that. It was not him that faced Mr William's anger but her. 'Sigh... Life sure sucks.' 

Mu Li Zei returned home. He saw Su Yu Qing and Mu Yian were talking in the living room. Su Yu Qing 

turned around and saw her husband coming home. 

"Husband." Su Yu Qing smiled. 

"Dad." Mu Yian greeted Mu Li Zei. 

"Hmm... Where is Kuang He?" Mu Li Zei asked. He did not ask about his second daughter, Mu Ring Xie 

since he knew that she was in her room. 

"He still has not returned home." Su Yu Qing answered. 

"That boy...? Can he be more mature?" Mu Li Zei felt angry. It was his only son but he was so foolish. 

n..O𝓥𝐞𝓛𝔅1n 

"Dad, he is still in high school. Just let him be for now. Let him enjoy first." Mu Yian tried to calm down 

her father. 

"Humph!!!" Mu Li Zei did not say anything. 

When he was in Mu Kuang He's age, he struggled. He needed to be competent since his older half 

brother was very excellent in what his older half brother did unlike himself. 

He did not have time to waste. Study... Improved his skill... That was all he was doing at that time. Even 

though his father did not say anything but he knew that his father compared him with his older half 

brother. 



It made him very fl.u.s.tered. Not only his father but everyone in the school liked his older half brother, 

making Mu Li Zei grew more hatred in his heart towards his older half brother. 

Mu Li Zei took a deep breath. 'That man has already died. No need to think about him anymore.' He 

remembered today's plan. 

"We are going for a party tonight." Mu Li Zei announced. 

"A party? Whose party?" Su Yu Qing quickly asked. 

She really loved to attend the party because she could show off herself and her family. Those women 

were very jealous when she was the centre of the women. 

Having a rich husband with three good children made herself completed. People always talked about 

herself. 

"Celebration party of the opening of the greenhouse. That Tang Yu Qi's party." Mu Li Zei answered. 

"What? Her party?" Su Yu Qing frowned. Even though that girl helped to treat her daughter, she still 

disliked her very much. 

"Has she invited us?" Mu Yian looked at her father. 

"Nope. But she has invited Father." Mu Li Zei smiled. 

"She has invited grandfather?" Mu Yian's eyebrow raised. 

"Yeah." Mu Li Zei nodded. 

"Is it okay for us to come over without invitation?" Mu Yian asked. 

"She will not able to reject us since Father is there too." Mu Li Zei paused before continued again. "We 

need to use this chance to get her sample for the DNA test." 

"Oh, that is what you aim for. Okay, Dad. Let's crush her party." Mu Yian casted an evil smile. 

Chapter 780 - 780: Came With Invitation 

It was a casual party. So people could freely be dressed in whatever they wanted, just made sure it was 

not n.a.k.e.d or too much casual. 

It was not a party for rich people since most of the guest were the construction workers that working on 

the greenhouse. They came to eat the food. 

"What a good party." Grandpa Sang commented. 

He also came to attend this party. Yu Qi told Grandpa Mu to invite Grandpa Sang too. 

"We just want to appreciate those who have worked to complete the greenhouse. That's all." Yu Qi 

smiled as she watched people ate and chatted happily among them. 

"If I have a grandson that can marry you, I will make him marry you." Grandpa Sang said sighingly. 



Then Grandpa Sang had goosebumps on his back because someone had turned in his direction and 

glared hardly at him. Who would do that if not for Long Hui? The previous comment made Long Hui felt 

uncomfortable. 

Yu Qi knew what Long Hui felt, quickly reached his hand and grabbed it. Long Hui turned to look at Yu Qi 

that smiled sweetly at him. That smile was telling him that she would leave him and always stayed with 

him. 

Grandpa Mu saw the interaction between Long Hui and Yu Qi. They have just reminded him of the 

previous himself while his first wife was still alive. 

Her first wife was a beauty like Yu Qi so many people liked her. He was in jealous mode if some men 

talked and wanted to flirt with her. She then grabbed his hand and smiled at him. It made him calmed 

down. 

Then they heard some commotion. They looked over. Yu Qi frowned as she saw the source of the 

commotion. Not only her frowning, but Grandpa Mu also frowned. 

There were four people in formal attire heading toward them and stopped at their table. 

"Father, Miss Tang." Mu Li Zei greeted them. 

"What are you doing here?" Grandpa Mu asked his son. 

"I have heard that Father is attending the party tonight. So, I think that I also need to show my face too. 

That is why here I am." Mu Li Zei smiled. He then turned to Yu Qi. "I think Miss Tang does not mind, 

right?" 

"I never think that Mr Mu Junior will be rude coming here without an invitation. Well, I don't mind. You 

can enjoy this party since we? so much food to feed." Yu Qi did not give Mu Li Zei and his accompanies 

any faces at all. 

Mu Li Zei, Su Yu Qing and Mu Yian's expression changed a little bit. They stiffened. They never thought 

that Yu Qi would never give them any face. 

"Mr Mu Junior and family can sit at the empty table over there and take the food. It is a buffet-style 

party. You can choose whatever you want from there." Yu Qi said again while smiled innocently. 

Thinking about what they needed to do at the party, Mu Li Zei and Mu Yian held back their anger. Su Yu 

Qing could not hold back after hearing the insult. She wanted to return it back. 

However, she had been pulled by his husband and received a glare. She understood that her husband 

was giving her a warning that she did not need to say anything. She bit her lips holding her anger. 

The only person that did not think anything about it was Mu Kuang He. He just followed his family and 

had been told that it was a party. 

Right now, Mu Li Zei's family had been watching. The people felt amused, watching them wearing such 

expensive clothes. They thought Mu Li Zei's family did not know that this party was a casual party. 

"Dad, this is the party?" Mu Yian questioned her father. 



"I also do not know that this party, we just need to wear casual clothes." Mu Li Zei also felt like he was 

some kind of attraction to the zoo. 

"Hey, look at them." 

"Wah, they wear such expensive clothes." 

"They must do not know." 

"They probably have miscommunication or something." 

"But look at the women. They are sure nicely dressed." 

"Of course, you idiot. They are high maintenance." 

"I wonder how they are in..." 

"Ouch, why are you hitting me?" 

"You idiot! Not speak carelessly." 

"Oh... I'm sorry." 

Mu Yian clenched her fist. "Dad, do we need to stay here any longer?" She really felt that she had been 

insulted by those comments. 

"Yeah, husband. That is too vulgar." Su Yu Qing also heard that. 

"Be patient, Mu Yian. In order to get something great, you need to be patient." Mu Li Zei said while 

clenching his teeth. He also felt angry about that. 

"Yes, Dad." Mu Yian obeyed. 

"Let's get some food." Mu Kuang He said. 

"Yeah. Let's go." Mu Li Zei nodded. 

When they went to the food table, only Mu Kuang He happily chose his food and placed them on the 

plastic plate. 

Yu Qi chose to use plastic plates and cups since it was easy to dispose of later. No need to wash them 

later. Just threw away. 

"Husband, is these food okay to eat?" Su Yu Qing whispered to Mu Li Zei. She felt disgusting while seeing 

the food. 

"No need to eat. We just need to act like we are eating." Mu Li Zei also felt disgusted about this, not him 

alone.  

 


